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CHICAGO – It has been a banner year so far for the Israeli film industry. Following the American debuts of “The
Band’s Visit [14]” and “Beaufort [15],” we now have the stunningly composed and heart-rending “Jellyfish”.

Unwinding like a Tel Aviv version of Paul Thomas Anderson’s “Magnolia” – but warmer – “Jellyfish” follows several lives steeped in moral
crisis and offers redemption like an elusive brass ring.

Nikol Leidman as the mysterious girl who emerges from the sea in “Jellyfish,”
which is a film by Etgar Keret and Shira Geffen.

Photo credit: Zeitgeist Films

An underachieving wedding waitress with career and mother issues searches for answers while staring at the sea. An unusual 5-year-old child
approaches her in a bathing suit and life-preserver ring.

Since the little girl seems separated from her parents and circumstances, she adopts the other lost soul as her temporary guardian.

Meanwhile, a wedding that the waitress was working at has gone wrong after the reception. The bride suffers a broken leg, which forces
honeymoon plans to be moved to a tacky Tel Aviv hotel nearby.

Anxious and bored, the groom begins a friendship with a woman – a resident of the hotel – who seems to be a writer.

Almost as soon as she has appeared, the little seaside girl has disappeared. This generates a tailspin for the waitress that results in the loss of
her job, a tense reconnection with her estranged father and a horrendous accident in the street.
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Noa Knoller as Keren in “Jellyfish,” which is a film by Etgar Keret and Shira
Geffen.

Photo credit: Zeitgeist Films

All these characters engage and disengage often during the same meeting interval. There’s a sense of destiny within each of the new
relationships. This begs for an emotional cure from a collective buried sorrow.

The city of Tel Aviv is used as an atmosphere that affects all the proceedings. The class distinctions are prominently displayed as well as the
fatalistic nature of life during wartime.

The city has been a target of terrorism in the last 10 years. The long Mediterranean coastline is a well-used setting for the interaction of
memory and magical realism. As well, the waters attempt to wash away the internal sins.

The soul of the film is a story that maximizes each character’s journey in a lovely cinema vérité framework.

RELATED IMAGE GALLERY

View our full
“Jellyfish” image gallery. 
[16]

RELATED READING

Read more film
reviews from critic Patrick
McDonald. [9]

Writer and director Shira Geffen along with co-director Etgar Keret discover lyrical qualities in the simple exposition of recollections, childhood
and even a tacky advertising poster.

These moments are mesmerizing and surprising especially in combination with the narrative conclusions. Geffen’s script is a poignant
intersection of the regrettable past and the transitions that must occur to move on.

Whether the newlyweds realize their commonality, the writer finds her words or the waitress forgives herself, it’s all dependent on energies
swirling within each of them. These are powers that can either save or condemn them. In this 60th-year celebration of Israel, this film feels like
the whole country.

“Jellyfish” opened in Chicago on May 23, 2008 at the Music Box Theatre.

[17]

By PATRICK McDONALD [18]
Staff Writer
HollywoodChicago.com
pat@hollywoodchicago.com [17]
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